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ABSTRACT
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) still face chal-

lenges when recognizing time-variant rare-phrases. Contex-
tual biasing (CB) modules bias ASR model towards such
contextually-relevant phrases. During training, a list of bias-
ing phrases are selected from a large pool of phrases following
a sampling strategy. In this work we firstly analyse different
sampling strategies to provide insights into the training of
CB for ASR with correlation plots between the bias embed-
dings among various training stages. Secondly, we introduce
a neighbourhood attention (NA) that localizes self attention
(SA) to the nearest neighbouring frames to further refine the
CB output. The results show that this proposed approach
provides on average a 25.84% relative WER improvement on
LibriSpeech sets and rare-word evaluation compared to the
baseline.

Index Terms— Contextual Biasing, ASR, Local Atten-
tion, Adaptation

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems have made
significant advancements in recent years, but they still face
challenges when transcribing speech in diverse contexts, such
as rare-words, non-native named entities etc [1, 2, 3]. The
ASR performance can be improved with Contextual Biasing
(CB), which incorporates contextual information into an ASR
pipeline [2]. Developing and training a reliable CB module
need selecting effective samples for constructing contextual
phrases lists [1, 4]. This demands a sampling strategy to in-
clude informative samples to effectively improve the module
generalisation in real-world scenarios.

Sampling contextual phrases for training the CB module
poses several challenges. Firstly, it is crucial to include ap-
propriate examples that can effectively bias the ASR system
towards a desired context. However, including useful context
without being too computationally expensive at the same time
is essential [3]. Secondly, the sampling method should aim
to achieve a level of generalization that prevents overfitting
[1]. To mitigate this the sampling method should include
negative examples that serve as distractors, i.e., phrases that

do not provide any valuable contextual information. By in-
corporating distractors, the CB module learns to distinguish
between relevant and irrelevant contextual cues, improving
its ability to accurately bias the ASR system [5, 2]. However,
by adding positive samples and distractors, the contextual
phrases list should not be excessively large. This may lead to
increased computational overhead and potentially impact the
overall performance of the module [3]. Finding an optimal
sampling method becomes imperative to curate a manageable
yet representative set of contextual phrases.

End-to-end contextual biasing modelling approaches are
gaining popularity with different model architectures, such as
associative memory [2, 3], gated biasing [6], adapter modules
[7, 8, 9] etc. They differ from the traditional named entity
correction [10] and language model (LM) fusion approaches
[11, 12, 8] which focus on biasing at the prediction level.
In this paper, we propose end-to-end biasing on the subword
level with locality enhanced attention distillation over the CB
output. Further, we explore sampling strategies for training
the contextual biasing module and analyse performance with
an embedding correlation-based framework. Our contribution
is threefold:

1. We propose a novel contextual biasing model by using
local neighbourhood biases between the acoustic repre-
sentation and contextual phrases, further distilling the
bias attention weights. The proposed models achieve
on average 25.84% relative WER improvement with
publicly available evaluation sets compare to the base-
line [2, 13] . We conduct a correlation based analysis
to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed models’
robustness and faster convergence.

2. Different sampling strategies are explored to train CB
for better generalisation in realistic scenarios and anal-
ysed for CB adaptation.

3. We analyse the representation learning dynamics be-
tween different sampling strategies and models, while
empirically visualising the bias correlations. To the
best of our knowledge this analysis is novel in the con-
textual biasing research domain.
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2. RELATED WORKS

Several papers have recognized the challenges associated
with contextual phrase selection and have proposed innova-
tive approaches to address them. Initially, the majority of
research was focused on biasing/correcting the entities after
the ASR model prediction as named entity correction [10]
and Finite-state transducer (FST)/external language model
fusion for Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) words [14, 11, 12, 1].

Shallow fusion and second-pass rescoring strategies dur-
ing beam search can be applied at either the word-level or the
subword-level, with subword-level biasing demonstrating su-
perior performance [10]. Similarly word mappings [12] and
WordPiece representations with Weighted Finite State Trans-
ducer (WFST) at the decoder level has been proven useful [1].

Gradually end-to-end bias training and biasing the ASR
model using adapter bias networks become more popular,
which formulate it as an OOV adaptation task [14, 2, 5, 3, 6].
The CLAS (Contextual Language Adaptation System) [14]
utilizes specific context phrases represented as word n-grams.
During the inference phase, the CLAS model encounters
context phrases that may be OOV terms and unseen during
training. The CLAS model does not rely on specific context
information during training or require meticulous tuning of
rescoring weights. The NAM model [2] is a continuation of
this work [14] and uses a Neural Associative Memory (NAM)
that learns and utilizes the likely word piece (WP) token fol-
lowing a sequence of preceding WP tokens without relying on
a language model. By reconstructing previously stored pat-
terns using partial or corrupted variances, the NAM captures
the associative transition between WP sub-sequences within
the same phrase. Built upon this work, [3] introduces some
improvements with a top-k search, and achieved a remarkable
16x inference speedup. Gated CB utilizes contextual adapters
and dynamic activation of biasing to reduce computational
cost while achieving improved data efficiency [6]. In [5] a
novel enhancement to the attention-based encoder-decoder
(AED) model is proposed by introducing a contextual bias
attention (CBA) module to leverage the context vector of
the source attention in the decoder; allowing it to focus on
a specific bias embedding and adding contextual bias during
decoding.

Jain et al. [7] enhanced an RNN-T ASR system with
contextual Embedding Extractor (EE), an Attention Module
(AttModule), and a Biasing Module (BiasingModule). The
AttModule plays a crucial role in computing attention weights
for each word by utilizing the predictor output for the non-
blank text history and word embeddings. The BiasingModule
identifies an active subset of context words that share a com-
mon prefix with the last unfinished word in the text history,
which is then utilized to bias the Joiner component leveraging
the predicted text history with the current input. The CSCv3
model integrates both acoustic information and first-pass text
hypotheses to perform second-pass contextual spelling cor-

rection in ASR [15]. [16] introduces a two-phase approach
that incorporates early and decoder biasing techniques to en-
hance the performance of a conformer-CTC model in recog-
nizing domain-specific vocabulary.

Hybrid approaches are used to bring together the best
of the both worlds of the FST based biasing and end-to-end
model biasing, such as spelling correction model [8], deep bi-
asing & shallow fusion [9], symbolic prefix-tree search with
a neural pointer generator [17], self-adaptive language model
[18].

The authors in [19] incorporated user-specific information
and derived a bias score for each word in the system’s vocab-
ulary from the training corpus to bias the prediction. A simi-
lar approach to bias user-defined words in the context of pre-
trained ASR models is proposed in [20]. Choosing the right
contextual phrase list is crucial to train a CB module.

3. SAMPLING METHODS FOR BIAS TRAINING

The selection of an appropriate sampling method for con-
structing contextual phrases lists is crucial in training a robust
and efficient contextual biasing module for ASR. Some of the
previous work choose to bypass the sampling step and provide
a static list of contextual phrases instead [18, 6, 21, 9, 17, 8,
7]. This approach allows for a targeted selection of represen-
tative examples but may lack adaptability to unseen or evolv-
ing contexts. It may compromise the module’s generalisation
and performance when facing unanticipated scenarios. On the
other hand, most of the papers on contextual biasing choose
to have a big pool of contextual phrases and take a small set
of samples for each training step [3, 4, 15]. This approach
aims prevent the model from overfitting to specific samples,
allowing it to adapt and generalize to new examples during
the testing phase. By randomly sampling from a larger pool,
the model can learn to adjust to various contextual variations
and improve its robustness [15, 22, 5, 23, 2, 12, 11, 10, 14].
One significant challenge of this approach cannot guarantee
that the randomly selected contextual phrases will include the
necessary examples to bias the specific audio representations
effectively [4]. As the sampling is random, there is a pos-
sibility that certain relevant contextual cues may be missing
from the training data, leading to inefficient training and po-
tentially limiting the module’s performance in real-world sce-
narios. Several papers have recognized the challenges asso-
ciated with contextual phrase selection and have proposed in-
novative approaches to address this issue [4, 24, 25, 3, 20, 1].

Instead of selecting a single sample from the entire pool,
Chang et al. [23] selectively removed target reference words
from the biasing list with a 40% probability, promoting diver-
sity and reducing over-reliance on specific examples. They
claimed to introduce variability and prevent the model from
overfitting to specific examples during training [23]. An alter-
native method [5] applies Named Entity Recognition (NER)
on the reference transcripts within a given training batch. The
references are then split based on whether or not they contain



entity results. For the references without entities, k word n-
grams are randomly selected from each reference, where k is
uniformly chosen from a range from 1 to Nphrases, and n is
uniformly chosen from a range from 1 to Norder. The val-
ues Nphrases and Norder represent the maximum number of
phrases that can be selected in a reference and the maximum
order of a selected phrase, respectively. It achieves a more tar-
geted and context-aware selection of bias phrases, improving
the performance of the biasing module. Approximate nearest
neighbor phrase mining (ANN-P mining) [4] aimed at select-
ing phrases similar to a reference phrase based on their latent
space similarity in the context encoder.

Inspired from these methods, and finding an optimal train-
ing strategy for the proposed CB model, we have explored
three sampling methods for training (SMa, SMb, SMc) and
one sampling method (SMd) for evaluation. Initially, all the
training transcripts are taken and n-grams are made from
those transcript. All of these n-grams are kept in a global
random n-gram pool. We have used FLAIR [26, 27] model
with the transcripts to extract named and rare-word entities.
For each of those entities, we have collected all the possible
n-grams from all the utterances, where those entities occur.
The entity vs n-gram list is stored as a mapping pool entity-n-
gram pool. Let us assume our total number of context phrases
are B. We assume the contextual phrase batch for each ut-
terance transcript may have a different number of positive
samples (PS) and negative samples (NS).

SMa: The current transcript is split into n-grams where
n is from one to three. From those n-grams, k number of n-
grams are chosen (positive samples) and shuffled randomly,
and these are the corresponding context phrases for the cur-
rent utterance. If k is less than B, the remaining n-grams are
sampled (negative samples) from the random n-gram pool.

SMb: The name/rare-word entities are selected from the
current transcript. The n-grams are made from the neighbour-
ing words of those entities (positive samples). If the selected
number of n-grams is less than B, the remaining n-grams are
sampled from the random n-gram pool (negative samples).

SMc: The name/rare-word entities are selected from the
current transcript. Using those entities, k n-grams are ran-
domly selected (positive samples) and shuffled from entity-
n-gram pool. If k is less than B, the remaining n-grams are
sampled from the random n-gram pool (negative samples).

SMd: The name/rare-word entities are selected from the
current transcript. These k words (positive samples) along
with the remaining B− k n-grams from random n-gram pool
(negative samples) are selected randomly.

4. LOCALITY ENHANCED CONTEXTUAL BIAS
ALIGNMENT FOR ACOUSTIC REPRESENTATION

The contextual biasing module is integrated on the baseline
pre-trained ASR system to improve speech recognition accu-
racy by utilizing available contextual information. We use
[2, 23] for the base of the CB module, which models the tran-

sition between contiguous, adjacent sub-word tokens of OOV
words. We further distill the context embedding using local-
ity bounded information from the subword representation and
acoustic representation using neighbourhood attention [28]
with a sliding window as locality enhanced contextual bias-
ing (LE-CB). The model framework is shown in Figure 1.

4.1. Initial Bias representation learning
Initially, the input text of each phrase that is given to the con-
textual biasing module is tokenized and split into subword
WP tokens using WordPiece algorithm [29]. The context en-
coder is used to extract a bi-directional contextual embedding
representation for each subword unit, which results in a key
matrix K that stores all these vector representations. [2] pro-
posed a Transformer-XL [30] encoder without causal atten-
tion masks, but for this work we use a five layer transformer
[31] for learning the context subword representation. The val-
ues V matrix is computed using a left-shift operation on the
already computed key matrix. Each key matrix row Ki, which
corresponds to the representation of token WPi is associated
with the key representation Ki+1 from the next token WPi+1

of the contextual phrase to store the transitions between sub-
sequences in the contextual phrases. The resulting associated
key-value pairs are passed to a multihead attention layer for
retrieving the initial bias representation. The key, value matri-
ces are K ∈ R(N ·l)×d, V ∈ R(N ·l)×d, respectively, where N
is the total number of contextual phrases in the input, l is the
maximum number of tokens for each phrase and d denotes the
context encoder output embedding dimension. The audio fea-
ture representation vector X ∈ Rτ×da , where da is its feature
length and τ is the time window, is used as the query vector Q
for the multi head attention (MHA) [32], before its projection
to d in order to match the key-value dimensionality. For the
MHA operation, the traditional scaled dot product attention is
utilized and calculated as follows:

Att(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

V ) (1)

headi(Q,K, V ) = Att(QWQ
i ,KWK

i , V WV
i ) (2)

Following, the MHA concatenated output H ∈ Rτ×d, we use
neighbourhood attention for further distilling context bias.

4.2. Neighbourhood attention over bias representation

We use local biases for further attention weight distillation.
Localised inductive biases are helpful for learning better rep-
resentation, and MHA needs training with a huge amount of
data or augmentation techniques for learning those nuanced
localised biases [33]. Local attention techniques such as [34,
35, 28] improves it by using a sliding window approach for
selecting regions and calculating the neighbouring regions.
In our scenario, we select specific time-frames and compute
attention with the neighbouring frames using neighbourhood



Fig. 1: Locality enhanced contextual biasing

attention (NA) [28], which claims to be faster and achieve
transitional equivariance. From the input H ∈ Rτ×d the key-
query product is computed as [28]

Ak
i =



QiK
T
ρ1(i)

+B(i,ρ1(i))

QiK
T
ρ2(i)

+B(i,ρ2(i))

·
·
·

QiK
T
ρk(i)

+B(i,ρk(i))

 ,

where ρj(i) returns the jth nearest neighbour to ith input,
B(i,ρk(i)) is the relative bias for ith input and its j-th nearest
neighbour, Vρk(i) is the projection of Hρk(i) ∈ Rj×d , while
the total locality size is k. Qi is the projection of Hi ∈ R1×d

and Kρk(i) is the projection of Hρk(i) ∈ Rj×d. The neigh-
bourhood attention NA is calculated as

NAk(i) = softmax

(
Ak

i√
d

)
Vk

i , (3)

where the values Vk
i consists the projection of ith input’s k

nearest neighbours as
[
V T
ρ1(i)

...V T
ρk(i)

]
and d is a scaling pa-

rameter. Two different scenarios are considered LE-CB-v1
and LE-CB-v2. In LE-CB-v1, the H is X , which is ASR’s
input representation. We apply a parallel neighbourhood at-
tention to the projection of ASR encoder’s input representa-
tion and add it with the bias vector from the MHA (Equation
4). In LE-CB-v2, the H is Hcb. We apply neighbourhood at-
tention to the biasing vector from the MHA and use a residual
connection to get the final biasing vector (Equation 5). The
models are explained in Figure 1. The NA representations are
combined with the biasing vector with a hyperparameter λ,
and projection linear layer is used to transform the matrix di-
mension to da, before combining it with the context-agnostic
initial audio feature representation X , as follows:

HLE−CB−v1 = X + FFN(Hcb + λ ·NA(FFN(X)))
(4)

HLE−CB−v2 = X + FFN(Hcb + λ ·NA(FFN(Hcb)))
(5)

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
5.1. Data

The LibriSpeech [36] corpus has been used for CB model
training (in Figure 1). We have combined train-clean-100,
train-clean-360, and train-other-500 into train-960 (960 hours
clean speech). This combined set has been used for the
training of the CB module. The dev-clean, test-clean, and
test-other splits have been used for validation and testing.
Additionally, we have used FLAIR [26, 27] to extract utter-
ances with named entities and rare-words from dev-clean,
test-clean, test-other and created a libri-rare-words evalua-
tion set to measure rare-word performance. Furthermore, we
have used our in-house apps and contacts evaluation data
with 12 users from diverse accent backgrounds with speech
utterances containing names of people and applications. This
evaluation set has more rare-words, and the data is also a
different domain compared to LibriSpeech which consists of
read-speech.

5.2. Baseline

The ASR baseline follows the transformer recipe in Speech-
Brain [37] for LibriSpeech1. The recipe implements an end-
to-end transformer ASR architecture with a Conformer en-
coder [13]. The Conformer configuration follows the Con-
former (S) described in [13]. The ASR baseline model is
trained with LibriSpeech and CommonVoice data totalling 2k
hours of data with multi-conditioned training (MCT) [38].

1https://github.com/speechbrain/speechbrain/blob/develop/recipes/Libri-
Speech/ASR/transformer

https://github.com/speechbrain/speechbrain/tree/develop/recipes/LibriSpeech/ASR/transformer
https://github.com/speechbrain/speechbrain/tree/develop/recipes/LibriSpeech/ASR/transformer


The CB baseline for this work is based on [2] which uses
a pretrained ASR model along with their neural associative
memory (NAM) contextual biasing. A five layer transformer
[31] model is used for learning the context subword represen-
tation to bias the output of the encoder. The MHA and the
copy & shift are similar to [2]. Furthermore, we have eval-
uated without using CB to analyse the impact of contextual
biasing.

5.3. Experimental setup
The pretrained ASR is frozen and only the CB module is
trained with train-960 data. The context phrases for the train-
ing are sampled using SMa, SMb, SMc sampling strategies.
All the models trained with these sampling methods are evalu-
ated with the SMd strategy as it is the most realistic evaluation
scenario for contextual biasing. SMd is suitable for on-device
personalisation usecase. The <bias> token was not used dur-
ing training contrary to [2].

5.4. Correlation Analysis
The correlation among neural embeddings for different sam-
pling strategies and different models are calculated with
SVCCA [39]. The motivation is to analyse the represen-
tation learning dynamics among different epochs with dif-
ferent models and sampling strategies. The neural embed-
dings are sampled from layers li and lj , and projected as
li = zlii , ...., z

li
Ni

and lj = z
lj
j , ...., z

lj
Nj

. Singular vector
decomposition is used to prune the representation dimen-
sion while reducing noise, which creates subspaces l′i ⊂ li
and l′j ⊂ lj . Then CCA is used to find vectors v and s for
maximising correlation ρ among li and lj as

ρ =

〈
vT l′i, s

T l′j
〉

∥vT l′i∥
∥∥sT l′j∥∥ (6)

5.5. Evaluation
All the models used in this work have been evaluated using
the SMd sampling approach from Section 3. The context
batches for evaluation with SMd contains the probable bias
words and greater number of noise words / negative samples,
which changes at each stage for each model. The models with
LE-CB-v1 have same architecture with different weights of λ
(λ = 0.5, 1.0) in Equation 4. The results with LE-CB-v1 and
LE-CB-v1 are presented in Table 1.

6. RESULT & DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the ASR performance on several datasets from
six different models. Among them without CB is the pre-
trained model without contextual biasing; baseline NAM is
the baseline NAM [2] contextual biasing architecture; LE-CB-
v1 & LE-CB-v2 are the proposed models in Section 4, equa-
tion 4 & 5; and CB-C is the convolution based local represen-
tation learning for the ablation study (see Section 6.1).

CB training
sampling

dev-clean
(WER)

test-clean
(WER)

test-other
(WER)

libri-
rare-words

(WER)

apps
contacts
(WER)

without CB NA 4.9 5.16 10.85 8.45 42.34

baseline NAM

SMa 4.32 4.45 10.54 6.41 24.19

SMb 4.49 4.73 10.49 7.12 27.7

SMc 4.37 4.6 10.49 7.38 30.21

LE-CB-v1
λ = 1.0

SMa 3.87 4.03 9.46 6.16 23.08

SMb 3.31 3.49 8.71 6.19 26.45

SMc 3.30 3.45 8.41 5.64 25.12

LE-CB-v2
λ = 1.0

SMa 3.75 3.97 9.34 6.63 23.3

SMb 2.97 3.18 7.43 4.58 24.01

SMc 3.54 3.66 8.95 6.3 30.63

LE-CB-v1
λ = 0.5

SMa 3.86 3.98 9.41 6.21 23.08

SMb 3.08 3.25 8.13 5.49 24.21

SMc 3.37 3.46 8.71 5.85 29.03

CB-C

SMa 8.6 9.12 15.22 10.01 25.81

SMb 3.97 4.12 9.58 7.46 24.1

SMc 7.87 7.89 15.06 9.66 25.97

Table 1: Contextual Biasing results with 10 context batch for
each utterance and evaluation with SMd.

The results from Table 1 clearly demonstrates that the
proposed locality enhanced distillation of contextual bias
(LE-CB-v1, LE-CB-v2) achieved superior results compared
to the baseline. The LE-CB-v2 model emerges as the best
model with relative improvement of 33.8% WER on dev-
clean, 32.8% WER on test-clean, 29.1% WER on test-other,
35.6% WER on libri-rare-words and 13.32% WER on apps
& contacts eval set. It can be clearly seen that the results with
different model variants of the LE-CB are consistently better
than the baseline model and the pretrained standalone ASR
model.

Furthermore, the comparison between baseline NAM and
LE-CB with different sampling strategies demonstrates supe-
rior training with SMb in Table 2. The neighbourhood atten-
tion further distils locality-based relationships in the context
embeddings, as a result the LE-CB models archive improve-
ment compare to the baseline as well as the pretrained ASR.
The average SMb improvements are over 30.51% WER on
dev-clean, 30.09% WER on test-clean, 22.87% WER on test-
other, 23.87% WER on libri-rare-words, 10.14% WER on
apps & contacts. Overall, SMb and SMc show robustness
while training and evaluating CB.

Figure 2 shows the correlation among CB embeddings in-
between successive epochs. The higher the CCA coefficient
value, the closer the embeddings are. The baselines are rep-
resented with dotted curves and the LE-CB (v1 & v2) based
models are represented with non-dotted curves. Same colors
represent the same training sampling strategy. For example,
red color curve in Figure 2 represents SMb. These models are
trained with SMa, SMb, SMc, but epoch-wise embedding ex-
traction in all of the models is performed with SMd ensuring a



CB training
sampling

dev-clean
(rWERR)

test-clean
(rWERR)

test-other
(rWERR)

libri-
rare-words
(rWERR)

apps &
contacts

(rWERR)

LE-CB

SMa 11.80 10.11 10.82 -3.65 4.124

SMb 30.51 30.09 22.87 23.87 10.14

SMc 22.12 23.4 17.16 19.64 6.45

Table 2: Average relative WER reduction (rWERR) of all
the proposed models LE-CB (v1 & v2) compared to base-
line NAM for each sampling method with 10 context batch
for each utterance.

fair evaluation for all the models and dynamic context phrase
list with SMd. Each of the non-dotted curves converges faster
than their dotted counterpart, which clearly demonstrates that
compared to the baseline, the proposed model is learning bet-
ter bias representation among all the training sampling sce-
narios. Furthermore, the LE-CB models are more robust be-
cause after converging, bias embedding of an utterance re-
mains closer over the next epochs (curves are less jittery) even
with different context phrase batches. It is clearly seen that
training with SMb sampling method results in best represen-
tation learning and robustness.

Table 2 summarises the results based on sampling strate-
gies with the models. Among the sampling strategies, SMb
and SMc produce better results than SMa for LibriSpeech eval
sets (Table 2). The models are trained and tested with differ-
ent sampling strategies. Therefore, it shows that SMb and
SMc produce the best generalised representation learning for
contextual biasing training. However, among the evaluation
sets, apps & contacts evaluation data is a different domain
than the LibriSpeech data. SMa sampling, which is feed-
ing the current transcript as n-grams in random order, per-
forms reasonably well as SMc. Overall, SMc performance
is weaker than SMb as Table 1 and Table 2. The possible
reason can be that SMc phrases contain n-grams with the tar-
get word from all the utterances’ transcripts. For example,
if the current utterance is ‘TUMULT CRIES DOWN WITH
THE BOLSHEVIKI’, and the rare-word is ‘BOLSHEVIKI’,
SMc picks the n-grams related to ‘BOLSHEVIKI’ from the
current utterance transcripts and from every other utterance
where the word ‘BOLSHEVIKI’ occurs. This causes confu-
sion with out-of-domain evaluation data as the CB has to bias
with similar neighbouring subwords while having low confi-
dence on the mapping between acoustic-linguistic representa-
tion. One possible way to mitigate this is to use second-phase
retraining with contrastive pair examples.

For each positive contextual phrase, a probability between
0.7− 1.0 is used to determine if the phrase will remain in the
batch. We have not found any significant difference in per-
formance, however, if the probability is less than 0.7, the per-
formance starts to deteriorate, which explains the importance
of positive context phrase samples in the context batch while
training.

Fig. 2: Contextual bias embedding representation learning
analysis with epoch-wise embedding similarity

6.1. Ablation Study
The neighbourhood attention applied in this paper for con-
text bias distillation leverages the capability to calculate posi-
tional dependency on local neighbourhoods for a given time
frame. From the literature, we know that convolution neu-
ral networks learn local dependencies using a moving kernel
(sliding window) [13]. Therefore, for the ablation study, we
have replaced the neighbourhood attention with a convolution
layer similar to the conformer [13] with a skip connection.
The results are shown in Table 1. The results show that the
proposed models have significantly better results.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel contextual bias dis-
tillation technique, which uses local attention to learn neigh-
bouring biased among subwords and acoustic representation.
Furthermore, sampling strategies have been demonstrated
for training contextual biasing. The best results achieved
show clear improvements (on average 25.84%) compared to
the baseline with neural associative memory despite having
a smaller text encoder. The exploration with the sampling
strategies clearly demonstrates the representation learning
and their relation to training data sampling. However, the
CB module suffers loss in performance when the bias phrase
list is increased as reported in other earlier research. Mitigat-
ing this performance loss will be a probable future research
direction.
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